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Econocide Dec 23 2021 In this classic analysis and refutation of Eric Williams's 1944 thesis, Seymour Drescher argues that Britain's abolition of the
slave trade in 1807 resulted not from the diminishing value of slavery for Great Britain but instead from the British public's mobilization against the
slave trade, which forced London to commit what Drescher terms "econocide." This action, he argues, was detrimental to Britain's economic interests
at a time when British slavery was actually at the height of its potential. Originally published in 1977, Drescher's work was instrumental in
undermining the economic determinist interpretation of abolitionism that had dominated historical discourse for decades following World War II. For
this second edition, which includes a foreword by David Brion Davis, Drescher has written a new preface, reflecting on the historiography of the

British slave trade since this book's original publication.
The Making of New World Slavery Aug 07 2020 In this companion volume to the acclaimed classic The Overthrow of Colonial Slavery, Robin
Blackburn traces European doctrines of race and slavery from medieval times to the early modern epoch. At the time when European powers colonized
the Americas, the institution of slavery had almost disappeared from Europe itself. Having overcome an institution widely regarded as oppressive, why
did they sponsor the construction of racial slavery in their new colonies? The Making of New World Slavery finds in the emergent West both a
stigmatization of the ethno-religious Other and a new culture of consumption, freed from earlier moral restrictions. Robin Blackburn argues that
independent commerce, geared to burgeoning consumer markets, was the driving force behind the rise of plantation slavery. The Baroque state fed
greedily off this commerce whilst unsuccessfully seeking to regulate slavery. Successive chapters of the book consider the deployment of slaves in the
colonial possessions of the Portuguese, the Spanish, the Dutch, the English and the French. Robin Blackburn argues that the organization of slave
plantations placed the West on a destructive path to modernity and that greatly preferable alternatives were both proposed and rejected. Finally he
shows that the surge of Atlantic trade, premised on the killing toil of the plantations, made a decisive contribution to both the Industrial Revolution and
the rise of the West. The Making of New World Slavery is a masterly study of this momentous and baleful epoch in the making of the modern world.
Inward Hunger Jan 30 2020 This is the first paperback edition of the autobiography of the first Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago. When the
author, the Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago, was a lad, his country was a British Crown Colony, and its government offered one university
scholarship a year to the entire population. Young Williams won it, and went off to Oxford to study history and politics. He became an authority on
West Indian history and, back home, founded the People's National Movement Party, which has repeatedly returned him to office. Mr. Williams'
education has endowed him with a lucid style and, despite his dedication to his homeland, a mind that is anything but insular. This autobiography has
become a classic in African-Caribbean history.
Eric Williams and the Making of the Modern Caribbean Oct 21 2021 Born in Trinidad, Eric Williams (1911-81) founded the Republic of Trinidad and
Tobago's first modern political party in 1956, led the country to independence from the British culminating in 1962, and became the nation's first prime
minister. Before entering politics, he was a professor at Howard University and wrote several books, including the classic Capitalism and Slavery. In
the first scholarly biography of Williams, Colin Palmer provides insights into Williams's personality that illuminate his life as a scholar and politician
and his tremendous influence on the historiography and politics of the Caribbean. Palmer focuses primarily on the fourteen-year period of struggles for
independence in the Anglophone Caribbean. From 1956, when Williams became the chief minister of Trinidad and Tobago, to 1970, when the Black
Power-inspired February Revolution brought his administration face to face with a younger generation intellectually indebted to his revolutionary
thought, Williams was at the center of most of the conflicts and challenges that defined the region. He was most aggressive in advocating the creation
of a West Indies federation to help the region assert itself in international political and economic arenas. Looking at the ideas of Williams as well as
those of his Caribbean and African peers, Palmer demonstrates how the development of the modern Caribbean was inextricably intertwined with the
evolution of a regional anticolonial consciousness.
The Economic Aspect of the Abolition of the West Indian Slave Trade and Slavery Jul 18 2021 Eric Williams's influential and widely debated
Capitalism and Slavery, first published in 1944, was based on his previously unavailable dissertation, now available in book form. The significant
differences between his two works allow us to reconsider questions whose importance has only increased.
Gateway to Freedom: The Hidden History of the Underground Railroad Jan 24 2022 The dramatic story of fugitive slaves and the antislavery activists

who defied the law to help them reach freedom. More than any other scholar, Eric Foner has influenced our understanding of America's history. Now,
making brilliant use of extraordinary evidence, the Pulitzer Prize–winning historian once again reconfigures the national saga of American slavery and
freedom. A deeply entrenched institution, slavery lived on legally and commercially even in the northern states that had abolished it after the American
Revolution. Slaves could be found in the streets of New York well after abolition, traveling with owners doing business with the city's major banks,
merchants, and manufacturers. New York was also home to the North’s largest free black community, making it a magnet for fugitive slaves seeking
refuge. Slave catchers and gangs of kidnappers roamed the city, seizing free blacks, often children, and sending them south to slavery. To protect
fugitives and fight kidnappings, the city's free blacks worked with white abolitionists to organize the New York Vigilance Committee in 1835. In the
1840s vigilance committees proliferated throughout the North and began collaborating to dispatch fugitive slaves from the upper South, Washington,
and Baltimore, through Philadelphia and New York, to Albany, Syracuse, and Canada. These networks of antislavery resistance, centered on New
York City, became known as the underground railroad. Forced to operate in secrecy by hostile laws, courts, and politicians, the city’s undergroundrailroad agents helped more than 3,000 fugitive slaves reach freedom between 1830 and 1860. Until now, their stories have remained largely unknown,
their significance little understood. Building on fresh evidence—including a detailed record of slave escapes secretly kept by Sydney Howard Gay, one
of the key organizers in New York—Foner elevates the underground railroad from folklore to sweeping history. The story is inspiring—full of
memorable characters making their first appearance on the historical stage—and significant—the controversy over fugitive slaves inflamed the
sectional crisis of the 1850s. It eventually took a civil war to destroy American slavery, but here at last is the story of the courageous effort to fight
slavery by "practical abolition," person by person, family by family.
Amazing Grace Nov 21 2021 Amazing Grace tells the story of the remarkable life of the British abolitionist William Wilberforce (1759-1833). This
accessible biography chronicles Wilberforce's extraordinary role as a human rights activist, cultural reformer, and member of Parliament. At the center
of this heroic life was a passionate twenty-year fight to abolish the British slave trade, a battle Wilberforce won in 1807, as well as efforts to abolish
slavery itself in the British colonies, a victory achieved just three days before his death in 1833. Metaxas discovers in this unsung hero a man of whom
it can truly be said: he changed the world. Before Wilberforce, few thought slavery was wrong. After Wilberforce, most societies in the world came to
see it as a great moral wrong. To mark the 200th anniversary of the abolition of the British slave trade, HarperSanFrancisco and Bristol Bay
Productions have joined together to commemorate the life of William Wilberforce with the feature-length film Amazing Grace and this companion
biography, which provides a fuller account of the amazing life of this great man than can be captured on film. This account of Wilberforce's life will
help many become acquainted with an exceptional man who was a hero to Abraham Lincoln and an inspiration to the anti-slavery movement in
America.
Capitalism and Slavery Jun 28 2022 Slavery helped finance the Industrial Revolution in England. Plantation owners, shipbuilders, and merchants
connected with the slave trade accumulated vast fortunes that established banks and heavy industry in Europe and expanded the reach of capitalism
worldwide. Eric Williams advanced these powerful ideas in Capitalism and Slavery, published in 1944. Years ahead of its time, his profound critique
became the foundation for studies of imperialism and economic development. Binding an economic view of history with strong moral argument,
Williams's study of the role of slavery in financing the Industrial Revolution refuted traditional ideas of economic and moral progress and firmly
established the centrality of the African slave trade in European economic development. He also showed that mature industrial capitalism in turn
helped destroy the slave system. Establishing the exploitation of commercial capitalism and its link to racial attitudes, Williams employed a historicist

vision that set the tone for future studies. William A. Darity Jr.'s new foreword highlights Williams's insights for a new generation of readers, and
Colin Palmer's introduction assesses the lasting impact of Williams's groundbreaking work and analyzes the heated scholarly debates it generated when
it first appeared.
The Blackest Thing in Slavery Was Not the Black Man Aug 19 2021 This book represents the final instalment of research and analysis by one of the
Caribbean's foremost historians. In this volume, Eric Williams reflects on the institution of slavery from the ancient period in Europe down to New
World African Slavery. The book also includes other forms of bondage which followed slavery, including Japanese, Chinese, Indians and Pacific
peoples in many locations worldwide. The book points ways in which this bondage led to European and American prosperity and the manner in which
bonded peoples created their own spaces. This they did through the preservation and revival of the transported culture to the new locations. The book
makes a significant contribution in that it moves beyond African slavery. It continues the narrative after abolition by showing how the capitalist
impulse enabled Europe and the United States to devise other (non-slavery) ways of further exploitation of non-African people in third world countries.
These nations fought this further exploitation in banding together to create the south-to-south nonaligned movement which gave mutual assistance in a
number of areas. Most other works tend to separate these issues or deal with them on a regional basis. Eric Williams offers a comprehensive view,
tying up many themes in a vast compendium.
British Capitalism and Caribbean Slavery Jul 30 2022 The proceedings of a conference on Caribbean slavery and British capitalism are recorded in this
volume. Convened in 1984, the conference considered the scholarship of Eric Williams & his legacy in this field of historical research.
The Half Has Never Been Told Sep 19 2021 Winner of the 2015 Avery O. Craven Prize from the Organization of American Historians Winner of the
2015 Sidney Hillman Prize A groundbreaking history demonstrating that America's economic supremacy was built on the backs of slaves Americans
tend to cast slavery as a pre-modern institution -- the nation's original sin, perhaps, but isolated in time and divorced from America's later success. But
to do so robs the millions who suffered in bondage of their full legacy. As historian Edward E. Baptist reveals in The Half Has Never Been Told, the
expansion of slavery in the first eight decades after American independence drove the evolution and modernization of the United States. In the span of
a single lifetime, the South grew from a narrow coastal strip of worn-out tobacco plantations to a continental cotton empire, and the United States grew
into a modern, industrial, and capitalist economy. Told through intimate slave narratives, plantation records, newspapers, and the words of politicians,
entrepreneurs, and escaped slaves, The Half Has Never Been Told offers a radical new interpretation of American history.
Capitalism and Slavery Nov 02 2022 The present study is an attempt to place in historical perspective the relationship between early capitalism as
exemplified by Great Britain, and the Negro slave trade, Negro slavery and the general colonial trade of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It is
strictly an economic study of the role of Negro slavery and the slave trade in providing the capital which financed the Industrial Revolution in England
and of mature industrial capitalism in destroying the slave system.
If We Must Die Nov 09 2020 If We Must Die examines nearly five hundred shipboard rebellions that occurred over the course of the entire slave trade,
directly challenging the prevailing thesis that such resistance was infrequent or insignificant. As Eric Robert Taylor shows, though most revolts were
crushed quickly, others raged on for hours, days, or weeks, and, occasionally, the Africans captured the vessel and returned themselves to freedom. In
recounting these rebellions, Taylor suggests that certain factors like geographic location, the involvement of women and children, and the timing of a
shipboard revolt, determined the difference between success and failure. Taylor also explores issues like aid from other ships, punishment of slave
rebels, and treatment of sailors captured by the Africans. If We Must Die expands the historical view of slave resistance, revealing a continuum of

rebellions that spanned the Atlantic as well as the centuries. These uprisings, Taylor argues, ultimately helped limit and end the traffic in enslaved
Africans and also served as crucial predecessors to the many revolts that occurred subsequently on plantations throughout the Americas.
Slavery by Any Other Name Jun 04 2020 Ending slavery and creating empire in Africa: from the "Indelible stain" to the "light of civilization"--Law
to practice: "certain excesses of severity"--The critiques and defenses of modern slavery: from without and within, above and below -- Mobility and
tactical flight: of workers, chiefs, and villages -- Targeting chiefs: from "fictitious obedience" to "extraordinary political disorder" -- Seniority and
subordination: disciplining youth and controlling women's labor -- An "absolute freedom" circumscribed and circumvented: "Employers chosen of
their own free will" -- Upward mobility: "improvement of one's social condition" -- Conclusion: forced labor's legacy.
Shaping the New World Jun 16 2021 Between 1500 and the middle of the nineteenth century, some 12.5 million slaves were sent as bonded labour
from Africa to the European settlements in the Americas. Shaping the New World introduces students to the origins, growth, and consolidation of
African slavery in the Americas and race-based slavery's impact on the economic, social, and cultural development of the New World. While the book
explores the idea of the African slave as a tool in the formation of new American societies, it also acknowledges the culture, humanity, and importance
of the slave as a person and highlights the role of women in slave societies. Serving as the third book in the UTP/CHA International Themes and Issues
Series, Shaping the New World introduces readers to the topic of African slavery in the New World from a comparative perspective, specifically
focusing on the English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch slave systems.
Capitalism and Slavery May 28 2022 'If one criterion of a classic is its ability to reorient our most basic way of viewing an object or a concept, Eric
Williams's study supremely passes that test' Seymour Drescher Arguing that the slave trade was at the heart of Britain's economic progress, Eric
Williams's landmark 1944 study revealed the connections between capitalism and racism, and has influenced generations of historians ever since.
Williams traces the rise and fall of the Atlantic slave trade through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to show how it laid the foundations of the
Industrial Revolution, and how racism arose as a means of rationalising an economic decision. Most significantly, he showed how slavery was only
abolished when it ceased to become financially viable, exploding the myth of emancipation as a mark of Britain's moral progress. 'Its thesis is a starting
point for a new generation of scholarship' New Yorker
Black Society in Spanish Florida Aug 26 2019 The first extensive study of the African American community under colonial Spanish rule, Black
Society in Spanish Florida provides a vital counterweight to the better-known dynamics of the Anglo slave South. Jane Landers draws on a wealth of
untapped primary sources, opening a new vista on the black experience in America and enriching our understanding of the powerful links between race
relations and cultural custom.
From Slavery to Freedom Jan 12 2021 The entries in this volume focus upon the rise and fall of the Atlantic slave system in comparative perspective.
The subjects range from the rise of the slave trade in early modern Europe to a comparison of slave trade and the Holocaust of the twentieth century,
dealing with both the history and historiography of slavery and abolition. They include essays on British, French, Dutch, and Brazilian abolition, as
well as essays on the historiography of slavery and abolition since the publication of Eric Williams's Capitalism and Slavery more than fifty years ago.
The Science of Abolition Oct 09 2020 A revealing look at how antislavery scientists and Black and white abolitionists used scientific ideas to discredit
slaveholders In the context of slavery, science is usually associated with slaveholders’ scientific justifications of racism. But abolitionists were equally
adept at using scientific ideas to discredit slaveholders. Looking beyond the science of race, The Science of Abolition shows how Black and white
scientists and abolitionists drew upon a host of scientific disciplines—from chemistry, botany, and geology, to medicine and technology—to portray

slaveholders as the enemies of progress. From the 1770s through the 1860s, scientists and abolitionists in Britain and the United States argued that
slavery stood in the way of scientific progress, blinded slaveholders to scientific evidence, and prevented enslavers from adopting labor-saving
technologies that might eradicate enslaved labor. While historians increasingly highlight slavery’s centrality to the modern world, fueling the rise of
capitalism, science, and technology, few have asked where the myth of slavery’s backwardness comes from in the first place. This book contends that
by routinely portraying slaveholders as the enemies of science, abolitionists and scientists helped generate that myth.
Eric E. Williams Speaks Nov 29 2019 "Collection of speeches and articles by the late Eric Williams, along with a few other contributions, reveals
Williams to be a consummate scholar and politician as well as a charismatic leader who pursued politics of change in the Caribbean"--Handbook ofL
The Fiery Trial: Abraham Lincoln and American Slavery May 16 2021 Winner of the 2011 Pulitzer Prize in History, the Bancroft Prize, and the
Lincoln Prize: from a master historian, the story of Lincoln's—and the nation's—transformation through the crucible of slavery and emancipation. In
this landmark work of deep scholarship and insight, Eric Foner gives us the definitive history of Lincoln and the end of slavery in America. Foner
begins with Lincoln's youth in Indiana and Illinois and follows the trajectory of his career across an increasingly tense and shifting political terrain
from Illinois to Washington, D.C. Although “naturally anti-slavery” for as long as he can remember, Lincoln scrupulously holds to the position that the
Constitution protects the institution in the original slave states. But the political landscape is transformed in 1854 when the Kansas-Nebraska Act
makes the expansion of slavery a national issue. A man of considered words and deliberate actions, Lincoln navigates the dynamic politics deftly,
taking measured steps, often along a path forged by abolitionists and radicals in his party. Lincoln rises to leadership in the new Republican Party by
calibrating his politics to the broadest possible antislavery coalition. As president of a divided nation and commander in chief at war, displaying a
similar compound of pragmatism and principle, Lincoln finally embraces what he calls the Civil War's “fundamental and astounding” result: the
immediate, uncompensated abolition of slavery and recognition of blacks as American citizens. Foner's Lincoln emerges as a leader, one whose
greatness lies in his capacity for moral and political growth through real engagement with allies and critics alike. This powerful work will transform
our understanding of the nation's greatest president and the issue that mattered most.
The Second Founding: How the Civil War and Reconstruction Remade the Constitution Sep 27 2019 From the Pulitzer Prize–winning scholar, a
timely history of the constitutional changes that built equality into the nation’s foundation and how those guarantees have been shaken over time. The
Declaration of Independence announced equality as an American ideal, but it took the Civil War and the subsequent adoption of three constitutional
amendments to establish that ideal as American law. The Reconstruction amendments abolished slavery, guaranteed all persons due process and equal
protection of the law, and equipped black men with the right to vote. They established the principle of birthright citizenship and guaranteed the
privileges and immunities of all citizens. The federal government, not the states, was charged with enforcement, reversing the priority of the original
Constitution and the Bill of Rights. In grafting the principle of equality onto the Constitution, these revolutionary changes marked the second founding
of the United States. Eric Foner’s compact, insightful history traces the arc of these pivotal amendments from their dramatic origins in pre–Civil War
mass meetings of African-American “colored citizens” and in Republican party politics to their virtual nullification in the late nineteenth century. A
series of momentous decisions by the Supreme Court narrowed the rights guaranteed in the amendments, while the states actively undermined them.
The Jim Crow system was the result. Again today there are serious political challenges to birthright citizenship, voting rights, due process, and equal
protection of the law. Like all great works of history, this one informs our understanding of the present as well as the past: knowledge and vigilance are
always necessary to secure our basic rights.

Worldmaking After Empire Sep 07 2020 Decolonization revolutionized the international order during the twentieth century. Yet standard histories that
present the end of colonialism as an inevitable transition from a world of empires to one of nations—a world in which self-determination was
synonymous with nation-building—obscure just how radical this change was. Drawing on the political thought of anticolonial intellectuals and
statesmen such as Nnamdi Azikiwe, W.E.B Du Bois, George Padmore, Kwame Nkrumah, Eric Williams, Michael Manley, and Julius Nyerere, this
important new account of decolonization reveals the full extent of their unprecedented ambition to remake not only nations but the world. Adom
Getachew shows that African, African American, and Caribbean anticolonial nationalists were not solely or even primarily nation-builders.
Responding to the experience of racialized sovereign inequality, dramatized by interwar Ethiopia and Liberia, Black Atlantic thinkers and politicians
challenged international racial hierarchy and articulated alternative visions of worldmaking. Seeking to create an egalitarian postimperial world, they
attempted to transcend legal, political, and economic hierarchies by securing a right to self-determination within the newly founded United Nations,
constituting regional federations in Africa and the Caribbean, and creating the New International Economic Order. Using archival sources from
Barbados, Trinidad, Ghana, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom, Worldmaking after Empire recasts the history of decolonization, reconsiders the
failure of anticolonial nationalism, and offers a new perspective on debates about today’s international order.
The Legacy of Eric Williams Feb 10 2021 The Legacy of Eric Williams provides an indispensable and significant understanding of Eric Williams's
contributions to the now independent nation of Trinidad and Tobago and his impact on the broader international understanding of the Caribbean. This
book stands out because of its simultaneous investigation into Eric Williams as a scholar/intellectual, a political leader, and, most importantly, a key
postcolonial figure. Most previous studies have treated these as separate arenas. The essays here confront the relevance of postcolonialism in
understanding Williams's role both in post-independence Trinidad and Tobago and in newer understandings of Caribbean globalization. The volume
divides into three broad sections--"Becoming Eric Williams," "Political Williams," and "Textual Williams." "Becoming Eric Williams" provides
background on Williams and the Caribbean's ontological quest, addressing what it means to be West Indian and Caribbean. "Political Williams"
engages with his policies and their consequences, describing the impact of Williams's political policies on several areas: integration, color
stratification, and labor and public sector reform. Williams's far-reaching political influence in these aspects cements his legacy as one of the main
public intellectuals responsible for creating the modern Caribbean. "Textual Williams" examines his scholarly contributions from a more traditional
academic perspective. These sections allow for a comprehensive understanding of Williams as a man, a scholar, and a politician.
British Capitalism and British Slavery Apr 14 2021 Almost seventy years ago, historian and then Trinidadian Prime Minister Eric Williams published
his classic Capitalism and Slavery (re-titled for this edition, "British Capitalism and British Slavery"). In the introduction to "British Capitalism and
British Slavery," a title which more aptly captures Williams's work, historian Seymour Drescher notes, "If one criterion of a classic is its ability to
reorient our most basic way of viewing an object or a concept, Eric Williams's study supremely passes that test.... The achievement of Capitalism and
Slavery is that Williams made it impossible for historians ever to return to the posture of splendid moral isolation which characterized the story of
British slave emancipation for more than a century. Williams's foremost aim was to insist as never before on the banality of the history of slavery....
Williams's most enduring message was that abolition could not have triumphed independently of economic developments linked to industrialization.
This simple hypothesis has already proven to be more fruitful than those offered by historians in the century before him." Readers interested in global
capitalism, transatlantic slaving, industrialization, emancipation, and Africa and the (British) Caribbean will find necessary context in the new
introduction and much to digest in the classic text itself.

The Economic Aspect of the Abolition of the West Indian Slave Trade and Slavery Mar 26 2022 Slavery helped finance the Industrial Revolution
in England. Plantation owners, shipbuilders, and merchants connected with the slave trade accumulated vast fortunes that established banks and heavy
industry in Europe and expanded the reach of capitalism worldwide. Eric Williams advanced these powerful ideas in the influential and widely debated
Capitalism and Slavery, published in 1944 and based on his previously unavailable dissertation, now available in book form for the first time.
Williams’s profound critique became the foundation for studies of imperialism and economic development. Establishing the exploitation of
commercial capitalism and its link to racial attitudes, Williams employed a historicist vision that has set the tone for an entire field. The significant
differences between his two works allows us to reconsider questions that have lost none of their urgency; indeed, whose importance has increased.
Reconstructing the Landscapes of Slavery Mar 14 2021 Assessing a unique collection of more than eighty images, this innovative study of visual
culture reveals the productive organization of plantation landscapes in the nineteenth-century Atlantic world. These landscapes—from cotton fields in
the Lower Mississippi Valley to sugar plantations in western Cuba and coffee plantations in Brazil's Paraiba Valley—demonstrate how the
restructuring of the capitalist world economy led to the formation of new zones of commodity production. By extension, these environments radically
transformed slave labor and the role such labor played in the expansion of the global economy. Artists and mapmakers documented in surprising detail
how the physical organization of the landscape itself made possible the increased exploitation of enslaved labor. Reading these images today, one sees
how technologies combined with evolving conceptions of plantation management that reduced enslaved workers to black bodies. Planter control of
enslaved people's lives and labor maximized the production of each crop in a calculated system of production. Nature, too, was affected: the massive
increase in the scale of production and new systems of cultivation increased the land's output. Responding to world economic conditions, the
replication of slave-based commodity production became integral to the creation of mass markets for cotton, sugar, and coffee, which remain at the
center of contemporary life.
Capitalism and Slavery Fifty Years Later Apr 26 2022 Annotation Eleven papers from a conference, held at the U. of the West Indies in September
1996, which was dedicated to reexamining the issues raised by historian Williams' work on Caribbean slavery and British capitalism. Among the topics
explored are the institutions that shaped Williams' views, the political impact of his work, the role of within the changing narrative of the Industrial
Revolution, and the economic basis of Britain's abolition of the slave trade in the early 19th century. Annotation c. Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
(booknews.com).
From Columbus to Castro Jul 06 2020 Examines the political, social, and economic forces which have shaped the history of the entire West Indian
area since the fifteenth century
The Economic Aspect of the Abolition of the West Indian Slave Trade and Slavery Dec 11 2020 Slavery helped finance the Industrial Revolution in
England. Plantation owners, shipbuilders, and merchants connected with the slave trade accumulated vast fortunes that established banks and heavy
industry in Europe and expanded the reach of capitalism worldwide. Eric Williams advanced these powerful ideas in the influential and widely debated
Capitalism and Slavery, published in 1944 and based on his previously unavailable dissertation, now available in book form for the first time. Williams
s profound critique became the foundation for studies of imperialism and economic development. Establishing the exploitation of commercial
capitalism and its link to racial attitudes, Williams employed a historicist vision that has set the tone for an entire field. The significant differences
between his two works allows us to reconsider questions that have lost none of their urgency; indeed, whose importance has increased."
The Fiery Trial: Abraham Lincoln and American Slavery Feb 22 2022 “A masterwork [by] the preeminent historian of the Civil War era.”—Boston

Globe Selected as a Notable Book of the Year by the New York Times Book Review, this landmark work gives us a definitive account of Lincoln's
lifelong engagement with the nation's critical issue: American slavery. A master historian, Eric Foner draws Lincoln and the broader history of the
period into perfect balance. We see Lincoln, a pragmatic politician grounded in principle, deftly navigating the dynamic politics of antislavery,
secession, and civil war. Lincoln's greatness emerges from his capacity for moral and political growth.
Amazing Grace Oct 28 2019 Amazing Grace tells the story of the remarkable life of the British abolitionist William Wilberforce (1759-1833). This
accessible biography chronicles Wilberforce's extraordinary role as a human rights activist, cultural reformer, and member of Parliament. At the center
of this heroic life was a passionate twenty-year fight to abolish the British slave trade, a battle Wilberforce won in 1807, as well as efforts to abolish
slavery itself in the British colonies, a victory achieved just three days before his death in 1833. Metaxas discovers in this unsung hero a man of whom
it can truly be said: he changed the world. Before Wilberforce, few thought slavery was wrong. After Wilberforce, most societies in the world came to
see it as a great moral wrong. To mark the 200th anniversary of the abolition of the British slave trade, HarperSanFrancisco and Bristol Bay
Productions have joined together to commemorate the life of William Wilberforce with the feature-length film Amazing Grace and this companion
biography, which provides a fuller account of the amazing life of this great man than can be captured on film. This account of Wilberforce's life will
help many become acquainted with an exceptional man who was a hero to Abraham Lincoln and an inspiration to the anti-slavery movement in
America.
Capitalism and Slavery Oct 01 2022 Slavery helped finance the Industrial Revolution in England. Plantation owners, shipbuilders, and merchants
connected with the slave trade accumulated vast fortunes that established banks and heavy industry in Europe and expanded the reach of capitalism
worldwide. Eric Williams advanced these powerful ideas in Capitalism and Slavery, published in 1944. Years ahead of its time, his profound critique
became the foundation for studies of imperialism and economic development. Binding an economic view of history with strong moral argument,
Williams's study of the role of slavery in financing the Industrial Revolution refuted traditional ideas of economic and moral progress and firmly
established the centrality of the African slave trade in European economic development. He also showed that mature industrial capitalism in turn
helped destroy the slave system. Establishing the exploitation of commercial capitalism and its link to racial attitudes, Williams employed a historicist
vision that set the tone for future studies. In a new introduction, Colin Palmer assesses the lasting impact of Williams's groundbreaking work and
analyzes the heated scholarly debates it generated when it first appeared.
The Slave Scheme Mar 02 2020 The period just before the Civil War was a time of dark division that challenged the essence of our American
Democracy, much like our divided country of today. In New England during the antebellum period also known as the plantation era before the Civil
War, Josh and Emily, two young white abolitionists, attend a meeting where they are introduced to four young blacks, two of whom were escaped
slaves. The six unite and come together as friends, all with a similar intent, to help raise the consciousness of the slaves down south. Together, in
deeply divided times, they hatch a plan to create a phony plantation on Hurricane Island in the Vicksburg, Mississippi area shortly before the Civil
War. Nate, a very fine young chef who cooked many years for his slave master in the years before his escape, offers to teach the culinary arts to
southern slaves, as a vehicle for consciousness raising. Jackson teaches slaves to view the bible as a revolutionary document. The four black slaves live
under a constant cover up of their real life mission, as they imitate being the slave of their two white friends Emily and Josh. It is not easy. The group
works under constant threat of dealing with slave hunters and being unmasked. Joan and Wilma, free blacks, pretend to work as slaves, to carry out
their heartfelt mission instilling awareness in the southern slaves at all odds. As a function of working together in close quarters, romance and passion

develop within the group. Josh, a firm abolitionist, joins the Confederate army as a union spy in his plan to help the slaves revolt. The plot carries
through the siege of Vicksburg and the end of the Civil War. The group's teamwork and support for each other prevail through many life challenges
and intrigues. This book gives a solid framework to view the events in today's America.
I'm Not Your Slave Jul 26 2019 When life-long dreams become a horror noire, victims need satisfaction... Recent high school graduate, Imtiyaaz
Arief is eager to leave life behind in Indonesia. She's always coveted a fancier way of life abroad, and, at last, the perfect opportunity presents. "Rich
with opportunities in the hospitality field for girls like you, Dubai is the place to be," Imtiyaaz's told, giving her thoughts about a journey worth-taking.
The strained relationship between Imtiyaaz and her father makes the decision much more easier. But it becomes clear, upon arrival, that Imtiyaaz's new
home isn't what she'd imagined. In fact, few bleaker fates undone could be fathomed under the scorching sun. She's become the 'property' of a ruthless
sex trafficking ring. With Imtiyaaz's documents seized, she faces an impossible decision: perform unspeakable acts...or risk losing her freedom in
attempting escape. Complicit authorities are of no help, and, without a friend in the Middle Eastern lands or knowing the language, Imtiyaaz isn't alone
in her ordeal. Can Imtiyaaz defy the odds and beat the heinous house of undercover billionaire opportunists? With an ever-growing subject that
demands real-world dissection, Eric Reese knows balance well in revealing inconvenient truths; this woman's saga engenders an unspoken haunting
dilemma that all must condemn.
Capitalism and Slavery Aug 31 2022 Slavery helped finance the Industrial Revolution in England. Plantation owners, shipbuilders, and merchants
connected with the slave trade accumulated vast fortunes that established banks and heavy industry in Europe and expanded the reach of capitalism
worldwide. Eric Williams advanced these powerful ideas in Capitalism and Slavery, published in 1944. Years ahead of its time, his profound critique
became the foundation for studies of imperialism and economic development. Binding an economic view of history with strong moral argument,
Williams's study of the role of slavery in financing the Industrial Revolution refuted traditional ideas of economic and moral progress and firmly
established the centrality of the African slave trade in European economic development. He also showed that mature industrial capitalism in turn
helped destroy the slave system. Establishing the exploitation of commercial capitalism and its link to racial attitudes, Williams employed a historicist
vision that set the tone for future studies. William A. Darity Jr.'s new foreword highlights Williams's insights for a new generation of readers, and
Colin Palmer's introduction assesses the lasting impact of Williams's groundbreaking work and analyzes the heated scholarly debates it generated when
it first appeared.
Black Marxism, Revised and Updated Third Edition May 04 2020 In this ambitious work, first published in 1983, Cedric Robinson demonstrates
that efforts to understand Black people's history of resistance solely through the prism of Marxist theory are incomplete and inaccurate. Marxist
analyses tend to presuppose European models of history and experience that downplay the significance of Black people and Black communities as
agents of change and resistance. Black radicalism, Robinson argues, must be linked to the traditions of Africa and the unique experiences of Blacks on
Western continents, and any analyses of African American history need to acknowledge this. To illustrate his argument, Robinson traces the
emergence of Marxist ideology in Europe, the resistance by Blacks in historically oppressive environments, and the influence of both of these
traditions on such important twentieth-century Black radical thinkers as W. E. B. Du Bois, C. L. R. James, and Richard Wright. This revised and
updated third edition includes a new preface by Tiffany Willoughby-Herard, and a new foreword by Robin D. G. Kelley.
The Economic Consequences of the Atlantic Slave Trade Apr 02 2020 The Economic Consequences of the Atlantic Slave Trade shows how the West
Indian slave/sugar/plantation complex, organized on capitalist principles of private property and profit-seeking, joined the western hemisphere to the

international trading system encompassing Europe, Africa, North America, and the Caribbean, and was an important determinant of the timing and
pattern of the Industrial Revolution in England. The new industrial economy was no longer dependent on slavery for development, but rested instead
on investment and innovation. Solow argues that abolition of the slave trade and emancipation should be understood in this context.
The Empire of Necessity Jun 24 2019 The author of Fordlandia documents an extraordinary early 19th-century event that inspired Herman Melville's
Beneto Cereno, tracing the cultural, economic and religious clashes that occurred aboard a distressed Spanish ship of West African pirates. 50,000 first
printing.
Slavery's Exiles Dec 31 2019 The forgotten stories of America maroons—wilderness settlers evading discovery after escaping slavery Over more than
two centuries men, women, and children escaped from slavery to make the Southern wilderness their home. They hid in the mountains of Virginia and
the low swamps of South Carolina; they stayed in the neighborhood or paddled their way to secluded places; they buried themselves underground or
built comfortable settlements. Known as maroons, they lived on their own or set up communities in swamps or other areas where they were not likely
to be discovered. Although well-known, feared, celebrated or demonized at the time, the maroons whose stories are the subject of this book have been
forgotten, overlooked by academic research that has focused on the Caribbean and Latin America. Who the American maroons were, what led them to
choose this way of life over alternatives, what forms of marronage they created, what their individual and collective lives were like, how they
organized themselves to survive, and how their particular story fits into the larger narrative of slave resistance are questions that this book seeks to
answer. To survive, the American maroons reinvented themselves, defied slave society, enforced their own definition of freedom and dared create their
own alternative to what the country had delineated as being black men and women’s proper place. Audacious, self-confident, autonomous, sometimes
self-sufficient, always self-governing; their very existence was a repudiation of the basic tenets of slavery.
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